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De Norske Snedkere is the new site for my carpenting company. It's in Danish only, as it is
meant to be used very locally...

I have redesigned the vista_k theme a bit. Normally i replace the logo image without blinking,
but this time I actually liked the logo image that came with the theme, so I decided to use it...
The vista_k theme is an excellent theme with an easy to understand Photoshop sliceing for the
menu... 

I have used very few modules as i don't need much on the site:

SmartFAQ has been used for a tips and trick module for home management...

I have used two instances of myAlbum and removed most of the ugly little icons that comes with
the module.

For the 'vores ydelser' section I used a 'blank' module and made a block for easy online editing.

The contact_plus module is used for the contact form and I added some html to the template.

And of course the News module in case we have something new to tell...

A big thanks go to andersssk for translating the site...

Hope you like it!

http://www.norskesnedkere.dk/
https://xoops.org/userinfo.php?uid=46756
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